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Headquartered in Whippany, NJ, Suburban Propane is a nationwide marketer and distributor of
energy products. The company specializes in propane, fuel oil, and refined fuels, as well as in
natural gas and electricity. With nearly 3, full-time employees, Suburban services approximately
1 million residential, commercial, industrial, and agricultural customers at locations in 41 states.
When Mike Keating took the reins as Senior Vice President, the company had been heading into
a period of significant organizational change. The organization had tried using assessments to
help facilitate the changeâ€”but there was little coordination in how to hire, onboard, and
develop its burgeoning and diverse staff. On the verge of its first major acquisition, Agway
Energy Services, it was clear Suburban needed better processes to manage an influx of new
talent and merge two cultures. With so many important functions to manageâ€”such as
onboarding, team restructuring, and employee developmentâ€”an all-in-one, scalable solution
was critical. The company used the Behavioral Assessment in a day vetting process to identify
the best job fits for incoming Agway leaders. Eight years later, Suburban again found itself at
the mercy of change, this time in the form of a merger with propane supplier Inergy. As the two
companies merged, each Inergy employee took the PI Behavioral Assessment to objectively,
consistently, and quickly determine roles that would best fit their personality. Suburban also
leaned on behavioral data to identify similarities and differences between company cultures.
Perhaps most importantly, Suburban used PI to help determine the leaders of their new
organization. After the merger, Keating used the Behavioral Assessment to form his leadership
team. Today, the assessment is still regularly incorporated into executive recruiting and
succession planning. Empowered by PI, senior leadership can identify leadership
characteristics best suited for their organization and appoint leaders that mesh well with the
existing team. By relying on objective behavioral data for these critical decisions, the team has
been able to identify future leaders and gain alignment from key stakeholders. After assessing
high performers in the existing role, senior leadership divided customer service into two
distinct positionsâ€”one front-office and one back-officeâ€”each with its own corresponding
behavioral profiles. Suburban then gave Behavioral Assessments to all existing service
employeesâ€”from admins and customer service reps to office managersâ€”and used the data
to assign people to one of the two roles. All managers in the organizationâ€”from the executive
team downâ€”are aware of their behavioral profiles and use them to communicate, motivate,
and reward their people. The results speak for themselves. Since implementing PI:. We always
start with the PI Behavioral Assessment. It is our jumping off point for any significant
employee-related decisions. Mike Keating Senior Vice President. I would like to receive updates
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information. Jill F. Business Owner. Fresh baked, fresh fruit pies, baked to order in my home.
All butter crust, fillings change seasonally. Ask a question. How do I request an order? Can pies
be made without dairy? Thank you! Sorry not at this time. Your trust is our top concern, so
businesses can't pay to alter or remove their reviews. Learn more. I was very pleased with how
easy it was to place a custom order with Jill. Her turnaround time for a response is very quick.
The transaction was seamless and easy. The pick up was contactless. When I picked up the pie.
It was still warm and was exactly as requested. She left the pie for me to grab outside her door
on a table. I ordered a Happy Birthday apple pie for a family member. Not only did the pie look
amazing. It was also delicious! It wasn't overly sweet. It was just the right amount of spice to
sweetness ratio. Great balance to accent the tart apples. The crust just wrapped this little
beauty to a whole other level. It was flaky, buttery, and had the perfect texture. Thank you Jill!
We look forward to ordering more celebration pies from you in the future. I heard about Jill's
pies from my Nextdoor app. I texted and immediately placed an order on Weds evening for
Saturday morning pickup. The berry pie was absolutely delicious. Jill's crust is delicious-Light
and flaky and just all around yummy. The berry filling was perfect- not overly sweet but not too
tart. Just right! It's September and I've already placed my Thanksgiving pie order! Don't delay
Jill only bakes to order and from what I hear, she runs out. Oh my God. Incredible pies. Just
astoundingly good. My wife may never make pie for me again, or possibly divorce me, for
saying these pies are better than the ones she makes, but as long as I can still buy these pies,

I'm sure I'll survive. The blueberry is sublime. The mango and lime, divine. Amazing buttery
crust, delicious fillings, and they looks fantastic. I wish I had a photo to share with you all, but
the pies were immediately vacuumed by me and my kids - although I did consider putting them
up for adoption so I wouldn't need to share. Highly recommended. These pies are art pure and
simple! They taste and look amazing. If you're on the fence about trying one The mixed berry
was incredible and now I'm forced to try the others! Mixed Berry Pie. Best apple pie!! I bought a
custom apple pie that said Happy Birthday. Love helping small businesses too. Jill's pies are
fantastic. I truly haven't had such fantastic apple pie since my memory of my grandmother's.
The crust is flakey and tasty, the pie has the perfect combination of sweet and tart and the
crusts are beautifully decorated, perfect for a special event. Now that I've finished writing my
review, I'm ordering another. Jill did a phenomenal job. Ordered 2 dozen hand pies for
boyfriends birthday and new home neighbors welcoming gift. Couldn't help but try each and
they are amazingly delicious. Can't go wrong. She needs a few days to get supplies when you
order, but worth it, soooo good!!! Read more. Elite ' The blueberry lime was one of the one most
simple, yet complex, pie fillings that I've ever had. I love a bourgeois, artisan pie shop as much
as the next millennial, but sometimes a homemade pie is what the soup needs. I've never had
such a perfect pie crust. Jill was amazingly accommodating with the design and flavor so this
will certainly be my go-to for future custom orders! Blueberry lime. Have you ever experienced
the sweet tartness of the most amazing pie to EVER touch your tastebuds? The decadence and
rich flavor that I was able to experience is other worldly. I am a sucker for sweets trust me if you
saw me in person, you could tell and when I tell you, Jill is the best in the biz, why that's an
underestimation. I highly recommend you order from her as she is incredibly sweet, just like her
pies. I love it. Will be back. All of the negative reviews are faked by people in the community
who have a personal agenda and have never even had her pies. Jill specially made a pie for me
last minute for fathers day. She woke up early in the morning so i would have a fresh baked pie
to give to my father and she beautifully decorated it to say "dad" and put stars on it. I was
shocked at how heavy the pie was! She filled it to the brim was fresh luscious blueberries and
the crust was hands down the best pie crust I have had. My father said it was one of the best
pies he has ever had, comparable to the pies his mother baked for him as a child. I don't get
pies often but when I do, I will be sure to order them from Jill. You can tell she truly cares about
the quality of her pies and bakes them with love. I decided to try a pie based on Yelp reviews.
The mixed berry was one of the best pies I have had. It was delicious and had the perfect
amount of sweetness. Jill's service and responsiveness was the best. Jill makes the most delish
strawberry pie!! Ordered an organic strawberry pie for my son's who's not a fan of cake
birthday. She nailed it! It was so flavorful and baked just right. The crust was just like "Mom's
handmade pie from the summer"! We look forward to entertaining again and trying her other
flavors!! There is no location to go to to buy pies. They only do online orders. Thank You! Yes I
am a cottage permitted baker. I bake to order. Yelp makes it hard to post this info. I found Jill, a
week ago, while browsing yelp for the best pie's in LA. My nephew's 4th birthday was coming
up so I sent her a message to see if she could custom make his pie saying Happy Birthday with
his name, since he knows how to spell it. I was worried it might not even be able to fit, since his
first name is eleven letters long. Not only did she have it ready on time, with his name, she went
above and beyond with making it look beautiful!! The crust was amazing and the blueberry lime
wasn't too sweet or tart. I think this was a perfect alternative to having cake at every birthday we
celebrate at home. Thank you Jill for being so kind, creative, and talented! Burhanuddin's 4th
birthday blueberry lime pie. With a candle and better lighting. These pies are outstanding!
Completely delicious and absurdly adorable! She's customized mine exactly the way I wanted it
and was able to do it in time for a very special occasion. I would highly suggest treating
yourself or someone you love with one of these cutesie treatises!!! Ordered the Blueberry Lime
pie for Father's Day. Jill was great at helping me choose a flavor they all sounded so good. The
crust was to die for Filling was an interesting blend of berries with a hint of lime. We will be
ordering again soon! We had Suburban Pie and treats make 12 pies for our wedding last year.
They were beautiful and a huge hit with everyone! We love the pies so much we come back
regularly for a random delicious pie! The crust itself is on another level, not to mention the
unique and delicious fillings. Ok, when you have 2 grown men and 2 teens debating how to
most fairly divide the last slice and the leftover filling left in the pan, you know it's good! The
crust was amazing and came with a birthday message! We tried the blueberry lime and were not
disappointed! Perfectly sweet and tart! Melt in your mouth deliciousness! Pie was perfectly
warm when we picked it up! My taste buds were somersaulting around the tangy flavor
Combination I'd never tried before! This is a home based small business so be aware the pies
are not pre-made and require calling in advance to order. I'm so glad I did not scroll past this
listing and am happy to support with a great review! Jill made 10 pies 5 different flavors for my

sister's wedding and customized the crusts to reflect their theme. Her pies are hands down the
best I have ever had in my life. The blueberry lime was absolutely incredible and I wish I could
have eaten the entire thing. My family all agreed the pies were astounding and we kept raving
about them all night. Thank you Jill for your deliciously amazing creations!!! The "Blueberry
Lime pie" is so good I nearly cried. Just now I actually debated if I'd lick the counter to get the
last bit of blueberry filling that accidentally spilled. It's that good. Perfect crust, sweet and
tangy, one of the best pies of my life!! And it was customized for us and looked beautiful!
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